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By Daniel Sutter T
he 110th Congress considered several bills for 
Optional Federal Chartering (OFC) for insur-
ance companies.  The bills would create a fed-
eral insurance regulator and allow companies 
to organize under federal law, in contrast to 

the current set-up where firms must organize under state 
regulation.  The plans do not add an extra layer of regula-
tion to an industry already regulated at the state level, but 
instead provide an alternative way to organize companies, 
similar to national- and state-chartered banks.  A feder-
ally chartered insurer would face federal regulation for its 
operations throughout the country.  OFC should reduce the 
regulatory burden on insurers who opt for federal charter-
ing, as they will have to deal with only the federal regulator 
as opposed to fifty state regulators, each with their own fil-
ing and regulatory requirements.  This Mercatus on Policy 
considers how OFC potentially affects hurricane insurance, 
which Congress also examined last session.1

FEDERAL ChARTERING AND COMPETITION IN 
REGULATION 

Much of the benefit from OFC would be from competition 
between regulators.  If insurers are allowed to but not required 
to operate under federal regulation, companies will choose a 
federal charter only if federal regulations are attractive rela-
tive to state regulation.  Federal regulators would need to offer 
advantages to induce companies to choose a federal charter; 
if federal regulation was less attractive than state regulation, 
companies would not choose federal chartering.  

As states either lose or perceive the potential to lose insurers 
to federal chartering, they could also alter their regulations.  
This would likely increase consumer protection as inefficient 
regulations—those which impose significant costs on insurers 
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and few benefits to consumers—are most subject elimination 
by regulatory competition.  This would result in a more effi-
cient industry.

OFC AND STATE hURRICANE INSURANCE REGULATION

The impact of OFC on the main mechanism of state inter-
vention in hurricane insurance and state-operated beach or 
wind pools (currently in place in seven Gulf and Atlantic coast 
states) would be minimal.2  The wind pools offer coverage for 
high-risk coastal properties at rates below market equilibria.  
Because they charge actuarially inadequate rates, these pools 
inevitably incur losses in excess of accumulated reserves when 
a major hurricane strikes.  When a wind pool incurs losses 
beyond accumulated reserves, the losses are then passed on 
to insurance companies and policy holders throughout the 
state by means of assessments.  All insurance companies are 
formally “members” of the state wind pools, and the pools 
can assess insurance policies written by member companies 
(essentially all insurers in the state) to cover losses.   These 
assessments are essentially a tax on the state insurance indus-
try.3  State regulators would still have to admit federally char-
tered insurance companies to write policies in a state, just 
as companies based (or domiciled) in other states must be 
admitted; thus under current proposals, federally chartered 
insurers would be subject to assessments.  OFC would not 
immediately halt the shifting of hurricane damages to pol-
icy holders who do not live in high-risk coastal areas.  Also, 
because state intervention keeps rates in coastal areas below 
the market value, federally chartered insurers (who presum-
ably would charge risk-based rates) would be unlikely to write 
many wind policies in coastal areas.

Although OFC will not directly affect state regulation of high-
risk properties, the entry of federally chartered insurers into 
the property/casualty markets of hurricane-prone states may 
still have several beneficial effects.

First, OFC will ease the burden on insurers seeking to 
encourage mitigation through premium discounts or 
other terms of coverage.  Under state regulation, an insurer 
must have discounts or policy provisions approved by each 
state insurance commission, which can be costly, uncertain, 
and involve delay.  This can be particularly problematic for 
insurers trying to encourage mitigation across hurricane-ex-
posed states.  As Howard Kunreuther of The Wharton School 
has noted, “The development of premium schedules which 
provide rate reductions for adoption of certain mitigation 
measures requires administrative time and energy, both to 
develop and make a case to the state insurance commission.”4  
State regulators vary in how they regulate.  For instance, Texas 
requires that rates be based on loss history as opposed to 
catastrophe models,5 which has the twin effects of discour-
aging mitigation and distorting the perceived risk during long 
periods between disasters.

The delay and uncertainty in securing approval particularly 
impacts insurers seeking to coordinate marketing campaigns 
for mitigation across states.  Many experts fear that home-
owners will ignore the potential for a hurricane or procras-
tinate and thus fail to invest in mitigation before a major 
catastrophe.  To overcome this inertia, insurers must alert 
homeowners about mitigation opportunities and provide 
incentives for mitigation, perhaps through premium reduc-
tions.6  Duplicative state regulatory burdens raise the cost to 
insurers of coordinating marketing and premium reductions 
to promote mitigation.

Second, OFC can protect insurers from policy swings in 
states in the aftermath of hurricanes.  Insurers often seek 
to raise rates in the aftermath of a hurricane both to replenish 
reserves and because insurers often learn about the potential 
for losses, which often turn out to be greater than previously 
expected.  Yet, state regulators often restrict rate increases 
after a hurricane.  The aftermath of Hurricane Andrew in 
Florida provides two examples of adverse regulatory deci-
sions.  Many companies decided to reduce the amount of 
insurance they wrote in Florida after Andrew, due in part to 
the recognition that hurricane losses might be substantially 
greater than previously thought.  The Florida Department of 
Insurance blocked withdrawals of companies from the state 
and imposed a moratorium on the cancellation or nonrenewal 
of policies.7  And in the immediate aftermath of Andrew, the 
Florida Insurance Commissioner announced that his office 
would not permit any unjustified rate increases—though an 
elected regulator might easily rate increases necessary for 
normal operations to be “unjustified.”  A study found that the 
Insurance Commissioner’s pronouncement caused the price 
of insurance company stocks to fall. The stock price reduc-
tion due to the commissioner’s comments was large, almost 
80 percent of the stock reduction that Andrew  had caused.  
Regulation had almost as great an impact on insurance com-
panies as the worst hurricane insurance loss to date.8

Because they charge actuarially 
inadequate rates, these pools 
inevitably incur losses in excess 
of accumulated reserves when a 
major hurricane strikes. 
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ing the state market.  With such a regulatory environment, 
what prudent insurance company would seek to enter or 
expand its book of business in Florida?

Yet such regulation may be politically inevitable in Florida 
and other coastal states.  Within these states, elected officials 
may make short-term decisions with negative long-term con-
sequences.  OFC offers a way to avoid regulation driven by 
the interests of particular groups.  A more stable regulatory 
environment could encourage nationally chartered insurers 
to enter the property/casualty-insurance markets in coastal 
states.  Federally regulated insurers could provide stability to 
markets driven by state regulatory policy pressures.  Even if 
federally chartered insurers do not write many policies nor-
mally in high-risk coastal areas, their presence could ease the 
cycle of insurance availability after major hurricanes.  Much 
consumer support for residual market wind pools arises from 
the periods when insurance is difficult to obtain in the mar-
ketplace.  OFC could help reduce the occasional crisis of avail-
ability which can drive support for an insurer of last resort. 
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A more stable regulatory  
environment could encourage 
nationally chartered insurers to 
enter the property/casualty- 
insurance markets in coastal states.
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